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ABOUT ME
Hi! I am Ben Williams! I am a full time close up magician and full member of the
world famous Magic Circle, the most prestigious and respected magic society in the
world. I am proud to say I have been a member for over ten years now.
Magic has taken me all over the world, I have performed at hundreds of events all
up and down the country, I have also had the pleasure of being flown over sees to
perform for different clients abroad in many different destinations. Magic is so
unique as it transcends language barriers and can create a memorable moment for
anyone, I have performed to nearly every walk of life you can imagine!
For the past decade I have been performing magic professionally as well as
inventing magic tricks and teaching magic to literally thousands of magicians
worldwide online. Some my magic creations and other creations I have worked on
have been used on TV shows such as Dynamo Magician Impossible (Watch), Troy
(E4) and Tricked (ITV). I was also extended a private invite by David Blaine to show
him some of my magic when he was in the UK. I also helped build Europe’s largest
and busiest internet magic store. Being behind the scenes and having advised
working magicians all over the world I have had a unique opportunity to soak up
and learn secrets other magicians can only dream of.
I truly believe that you can create lasting memories that can truly affect a person with magic, although I want
people to laugh and have fun, I really want people to remember the moment I give them 20 years down the line.
This is what I aim to achieve when I perform, I don’t want to be any magician, I want to be the magician that they
remember.

They may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you
made them feel.

THE MAGIC
Here are a few effects I perform on a regular basis, of course I have plenty of magic to suit all situations, these are just
some of my favourites!

OUTSTANDING CARD MAGIC
I have studied sleight of hand for nearly twenty years now and have an arsenal
of high impact visual card magic. Signed cards vanish and reappear in bizarre
places like my shoe! Cards change in full view in front of your eyes and defy
logic as they switch places impossibly. All of this is just the beginning though as
at any point the deck of cards could turn into a block of glass whilst YOU ARE
HOLDING IT!

MIND READING
I have also studied psychology, body language, influence and suggestion techniques to enable me to second guess
spectator's thoughts. Think of a card and I will predict it, randomly blurt out a word and I will prove within a shadow of a
doubt that I knew you would say the exact word you did, draw a picture in secret and I will draw be able to replicate the
same image impossibly.

BORROWED ITEMS
I don't only perform these miracles with my own props. I will regularly borrow
items to show spectators a miracle with something of theirs. If you have a
coin, I will impossibly cause it to bend in your own hand. If you have a
banknote I will turn it into another banknote of any denomination. If you have
a ring I will cause it to vanish and end up in an impossible location like
clipped onto my car keys in my back pocket, or in a sealed envelope in a
sealed compartment of my wallet. These are just a few examples of the
magic I perform with borrowed objects.

HIGH IMPACT VISUAL MAGIC
Depending on which package you decide to go for I can also perform high
impact, ultra visual magic for your spectators with normal everyday items. This
is Dynamo style magic, imagine the look on your client's face when I take a
regular pack of Polos and alter the packaging so the Polos on the packaging
are now linked, only for you to find out that the two separate Polos in your
hands are now also linked! Maybe you want to see lumps of ice or lollies
appear in flashes of fire. Skittles turn into M&Ms with a wave of the hand,
spectator's chosen cards are revealed on confectionary packaging, labels end
up sealed inside bottles, the list goes on. All of these effects have souvenir
items given away at the end, your spectators will be given packets of sweets
like Love Hearts that now have printed on them Six of Hearts instead of the
Love Hearts logo.

TESTIMONIALS
That's amazing, thank you so much Ben.
I really appreciate the thought that you put into your magic

- David Blaine Thank you, I have no idea what you have just done to me!

- Warrick Davis I really like Ben's ideas.

- Dynamo That was one cool trick. Seriously!

- Olly Murs What, I don't understand! Show me more!

- Tulisa I don't like magic, sorry… (2 mins later after seeing Ben)
Wow! That was stunning, can you come and meet my backing singers and dancers?

- Bryan Ferry Amazing, I have no idea! Thank you!

- Alex Brooker - Comedian
I am absolutely gob smacked! Simply unbelievable!

- John Culshaw - Comedian
That's some REAL magic there!

- Sugar Hill Gang That was great, I just can't believe it!

- Erasure Stop it, you're scaring me! Haha!

- Shingle Shoniwa - Lead Singer of The Noisettes
It was great hanging with you!

- Huey Morgan - Lead Singer of Fun Loving Criminals
Sick, I,ve never seen magic like that! Seriously good tricks!

- Sigma - Number 1 Music Artist
I was waiting for the prestige and you didn't disappoint!

- Jay Rayner - Food Critic
Thank you, your magic was great!

- Mark Blundell - Former F1 Driver
Now that's REAL, magic is REAL!

- Bez - Happy Mondays
For more client testimonials please click here

